Reference Electrode Placement Affects the Accuracy of Measurement in Microbial Electrochemical Systems
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Figure S1. The reaction resistance $R_{rxn}$ (sum of $R_{ct}$ and $R_d$) of (A) SPA-3 and (B) SEA-3 with the different RE positions. (Error bars based on tests with triplicate reactors.)

Figure S2. The reaction resistance $R_{rxn}$ (sum of $R_{ct}$ and $R_d$) in the SPA-3M configuration, with the RE placed either inside or outside the current path. (Error bars based on triple tests with triplicate reactors.)
Figure S3. CVs of anodes with different RE positions in the SEA-3 configuration without IR compensation. The CVs were independent of the RE position in the SEA-3 setup even without IR compensation.